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individual, a marvelous individual who does nd partake of the sin of ordinary

human beings. And so this sectiong here is a tremendous section about the

work of the servant. We better not take times to go into detail.--&oe-of-the

seet4o*16- It would be much better if the chapter division hae.t- wasn't Wi ere

it was, but at verse 13 or 14. You take this passage, the first 12 or thirteen

verses is dealing with the word of the Servant and its effectiveness and it shows

how , in verse 8, In an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in the day of

salvation have I helped thee, d I will preserve thee and give thee for a covenant

to the people, to establish the earth and cause to inherit the desolate heritages.

Verse eleven. I shall make all my mountains away, and-e44 my highways shall

be ext exalted. x and from north and west and these from the land of Sinin.

.now what does Sinign mean. Well, some of the critics say that you have

the north here.. . and thc others say, You have west here , and you find the name

of some little town... it has generally been . . and some say even from the land

of China. Well, before I really took much interest in this passage, I attended

a Seminar ix at the Un. of Penna. w-h4-.-ih which the professor in Egyptian

Babylonianx studies and the prof. in ... and they took up different subjects like

faith and religion and each of them contributed, and the prof. in . . . studies

in this course said was apt to comment x on this statement. And it was very

interesting to me what he said. He said if I recall correctly. As I ay7+ha'te-r

understood, he was quite convinced that the land of 5mm ... that though Chi1ta

though not in China was called ... that there was a portion of China which was

called ... from western... and that this portion from which the ... was- and

they came in through that section and therefore it was natural that ... was

but it was possible that in Isaiah's day, which was the first one ... and when
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